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Courtesy translation of BCM reference letter: Using
POLYCAPTOR® Universal Absorbent and
TRIVOREX® Neutralising Absorbent
For safety reasons, BCM COSMETIQUE opted to entrust PREVOR with providing an
adapted solution for the intervention of personnel following the spillage of a
hazardous product.
Following an on-site demonstration, BCM COSMETIQUE is convinced of the need to
invest in the purchase of TRIVOREX® and POLYCAPTOR® absorbents.

Situation prior to intervention by PREVOR:

In the event of a spillage of a dangerous product, the intervening personnel had
access to two kits in which they could find absorbent socks, absorbent sheets and
Personal Protective Equipment. Once soiled by the hazardous product, these were
then stored in bin liners and placed in plastic drums, to then be treated as hazardous
waste.
However, during this handling and when cleaning the polluted zone, the personnel
remained in direct contact with the product, with the risk of injuring themselves.

Situation following intervention by PREVOR:

The intervening operator covers the spilled product with POLYCAPTOR® or
TRIVOREX®, depending on its dangerousness. Then, the product is agglomerated and
collected using a shovel and stored in a drum, which will then be treated according to
its nature. The intervening operator only used protective gloves for chemical attacks
for this handling and, most importantly, at no point came into direct contact with the
dangerous product.
Management of absorbents at Bcm Cosmétique:
Space reserved for MP Warehouses

Display of an absorbent notice of use based on the information
communicated by PREVOR and a list of individuals authorised for this
usage after training
Conclusion:
Using POLYCAPTOR® and TRIVOREX® enables intervention in complete safety, as
they are easy to use and easy to collect and to store.
Moreover, after these products have been used, the floor is clean and clear of
aggressive or slippery residue.
In short, Bcm Cosmétique is very satisfied at having discovered POLYCAPTOR ® and
TRIVOREX® and recommends them without hesitation.

